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ABSTRACT

GENERATING FUNCTION PROOFS OF IDENTITIES AND

CONGRUENCES

By

Szu-En Cheng

In this study, we combine some ideas from formal power series and symmetric func-

tions to provide a uniform framework for proving congruences and identities. This setting

permits us to uniformly explain relationships between Waring’s Formulas, Newton’s Iden-

tity, symmetric functions, and linear recurrence relations.

We have several different applications. In the first application, we use the cycle indi-

cator Cn of the symmetric group and the Lagrange inversion Theorem to derive various

identities connecting several famous combinatorial sequences. In the second application,

we discuss the relationship between the number of periodic points in a dynamical system,

linear recurrence relations, and the power sum symmetric function in the characteristic

roots of the recurrence relation. In the final application, we use our results to give explicit

formulas for universal polynomials of universal A-rings. Moreover, we provide a connec-

tion of our work with ghost rings, necklace rings, and Witt vectors.
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Chapter 0

Introduction

Formal power series (or generating functions) and symmetric functions are powerful tools

in algebraic combinatorics. In this study, we combine some ideas from both to provide a

uniform framework for proving congruences and identities. Specifically, let R (z) = 1 +

alz + 0222 + - -- be a fixed formal power series in C[[z]]. Since the constant term of R(z)

is 1, 1 / R(z) is still a formal power series over C with constant term 1. So, we can define

H(z)=l+h1z+h2z2+---e1+z<C[[z]],

E(z)=1+e1z+ezz2+---e 1+zC[[z]],

and

P(z) = p1z+ p222 + ° -- 6 zCIIZII

by the equations

1

11(2): m:

E(z) = R(-z),

and

R’(z) _ zH’(z)

R(z) _ H(2)'

 

P(z) = -z
 

We then factor R(z) as

R<z> = 110+ Run)“,

nzl



where the Rn (z) are formal power series in C[[z]] having z" as the smallest power with

nonzero coefficient. By using the following four types of factorizations:

Type I R(z) = “(l - Z")M”,

n21

Nn

Type II R(z)=H(l+z"+---+z(q‘”") ,

n21

(1 -Z")" 0"
Type III R(Z) = H (—ITZ—q‘n— ,

n21

Type IV th> = Ha — an")

n21

where q 3 2 is a positive integer, we derive various congruences and identities.

In the special case where R(z) is a polynomial, H (z), E (z), and P(z) become the gen-

erating functions for the complete homogeneous, elementary, and power sum symmetric

functions in the inverses of the roots of R(z). This setting permits us to uniformly ex-

plain relationships between Waring’s Formulas, Newton’s Identity, symmetric functions,

and linear recurrence relations.

We also give some characterizations of those coefficient sequences {pn}n21 of P(z)

which satisfy

z#(d)Pn/d a 0 (mod n)

dln

OI'

Z#(d)Pn/d a 0 (mod q’n)
dln

(M

where q is a prime and t is a positive integer. Moreover, using our model, we settle several

conjectures in the literature and generalize some known theorems.

We have several different applications. In the first, we use the cycle indicator, C", of

the symmetric group

1 t1 kl ’2 k2 In kn

Cn(ti,t2,...,tn)= Z: k1!k2!---kn!(T) (2) .5

k1+2k2+m+nkn=n

 



to express relationships between R (z), H (z), E(z) and P(z). Moreover, we use the cy-

cle indicator and the Lagrange Inversion Theorem to derive various identities connecting

several famous combinatorial sequences.

In the second application, we discuss the relationship between the number of periodic

points in a dynamical system, linear recurrence relations, and the power sum symmetric

function in the characteristic roots of the recurrence relation. Moreover, we prove the

conjectures of Du in [15, 16, 17] and give algebraic proofs of some of his theorems.

In the final application, we use our results to give explicit formulas for universal poly-

nomials of universal i-rings. Moreover, we provide a connection of our work with ghost

rings, necklace rings, and Witt vectors.



Chapter 1

Preliminaries

We use the following notation: P is the positive integers, N is the nonnegative integers,

Z is the integers, Q is the rational numbers, R is the real numbers, and C is the complex

numbers.

1.1 Formal power series

We recall some definitions and properties of formal power series. Details can be found in

[24, 61].

Definition 1.1.]. The algebra offormal power series in 2 over C is

aneC foralanOcrrzii = Zanz"

n20
 

C[[z]] is an algebra under the operations:

Addition: zanz" + 212,2" =z(an+b,,)z".

n20 n20 n20

Product: Zanz" anz" = chz" where C" = 221:0 aibn—i-

n20 n20 n20

Scalar multiplication: c Zanz" = Z(can)z" where c e C. I

n20 n20



If F(2) and G(z) are elements of C[[z]] satisfying F(z)G(z) = 1, then we write G(z) =

F(z)‘l.

Theorem 1.1.2. Let F(z) -_- anoanz" e C[[z]]. Then F(z)—1 exists ifand only ifao as 0.

We commonly write a0 = F(0), even through F(2) is not considered to be a function

of z.

We need to deal with infinite sums and products in C[[z]]. Hence, we need the concept

of convergence. For that, we need the following definition.

Definition 1.1.3. The order of nonzero F(z) e C[[z]] is

ordF(z) = the smallest n such that 2” has nonzero coefficient in F(z).

The leading coefficient of F(z) is the coefficient of zordnzl.

Definition 1.1.4. Let Fn (z) e C[[z]] for n 2 0. Then the limit Inigo Fn (z) = F(2) exists if

n

lim ord(F(z) — E, (z)) = 00. I

"—900

Now, we can define infinite sums and products.

Definition 1.1.5. Let Fn(z) e C[[z]] for n 2 O.

(i) The sum F(z) = ano Fn (2) exists in C[[z]] if and only if F(z) = lingo Sn (2) exists

where Sn(z) = Fo(z) + F1(z) + - - - + F..(z)-

(ii) The product F(z) = “"20 F" (2) exists in C[[z]] if and only if F(z) = "11,120 B, (2)

exists where P,,(z) = Fo(z)F1 (z) - - - E, (z). I

Proposition 1.1.6.

(1') Let 17,,(2) e C[[z]]forn 2 0. Then 2,00 F" (z) converges ifand only if 13130 oran (z) =

- n

00.



(ii) Let F" (2) e C[[z]] with 17,,(0) = Oforn 2 0. Then 11,1200 + Fn (z)) converges ifand

only if lim oran (z) = 00. I
11—)00

We can now define the important composition operation.

Definition 1.1.7. Let F(z) = anoanz", G (z) = ano bnz" with b0 2 0, then we can de-

fine the composition F(G (z)) := 2a,, 0(2)". Note that be = O guarantees the convergence

n20

of the sum for F(G (z)). I

We will need the following particular series and operations in the next chapters.

Definition 1.1.8. We define the following formal power series.

(i) Exponential

2

Z

eXp(z):=l+z+§+°--

(ii) Logarithm

22 23

l 1 := —— ——--- Iog(+z) z 2+3

Definition 1.1.9. Let F(z) = anoanz" e C[[z]]. Then F(z) has

(i) formal derivative

F’(z) := 201 +1)a.+lz".

n20

(i i) formal integral

[Z F(x)dx:=2%z". I

0 n_>_l

Definition 1.1.10. Let F(2) = anoanz", 6(2) 2 anobnz" e C[[z]]. Then the Hadamard

product of F(2) and G(z) is defined by

F(z)®G(z) := Zanbnz". I

n20



1.2 Arithmetic functions

We also recall some definitions and properties of arithmetic functions (see e.g [2, 28]).

Definition 1.2.1. A complex-valued function defined on the positive integers is called an

arithmeticfunction. I

Definition 1.2.2. Let a and ,B be two arithmetic functions. The Dirichlet product (or

Dirichlet convolution) of a and ,8 is defined by

(a .mo.) = Za(d)/3(n/d)- -

dln

We have some algebraic properties of the Dirichlet product.

Proposition 1.2.3. For any arithmeticfimctions a, ,8 and y we have

atfl = fl*a

(a*fl)*y = a*(fl*y).

That is, the Dirichlet product is commutative and associative. I

Definition 1.2.4. The arithmetic function I given by

I i =1

I(n)= I" ’
0 1fn>l.

is called the identity function.

The identity function I is the identity element for the Dirichlet product.

If a and ,6 are arithmetic functions satisfying a It ,8 = I , then we write ,8 = a"1 and call

,8 the Dirichlet inverse of a. I

Theorem 1.2.5. Let a be an arithmetic function. Then a”1 exists ifand only if a(1) 75 0.

Definition 1.2.6. We define the unit function u to be the arithmetic function such that

u(n) = 1 for all n 21. I



We have the celebrated Mobius function and Mobius Inversion Theorem.

Definition 1.2.7. The Mobiusfunction ,u (n) is defined by

1 if n = l,

u(n) = (—1)" ifn = p1p2---pk.

0 otherwise.

Note that u and ,u are the Dirichlet inverses of each other. I

Miibius Inversion Theorem. Let a (n) and ,8 (n) be arithmeticfunctions. Then

a(n)=Z,B(d), foralln 21.

d In

ifand only if

,8(n)=Zu(d)a(n/d), foralln 2 1. I

dln

We also need the definition of the following function.

Definition 1.2.8. The Euler totient ¢(n) is defined to be the number of positive integers

g n which are relatively prime to n. I

Proposition 1.2.9. We have

Zo(d) = n. .

dln

In order to get congruences and identities in the next chapter, we need the following

notation.

Definition 1.2.10. We use the notation F(z) E G(z) (mod z") where F(2), 6(2) 6 C[[z]]

to mean F(z) - 0(2) 6 z"C[[z]].

If q e P, we also use the notation F(2) E G(z) (mod q) to mean that F (2) — G(z) e

qZ[[z]]. In other words, for each power of z, the difference between the corresponding

coefficients of F(2) and 0(2) is an integral multiple of q (even though the coefficients

themselves may be complex). I

Other definitions will be introduced as needed.



Chapter 2

Main Results

In this chapter, we use formal power series to obtain some general results for proving

identities and congruences.

2.1 The types

Let R(z) = l + alz + azz2 + - - - be a fixed formal power series in C[[z]]. Since the constant

term of R(z) is 1, 1/R(z) is still a formal power series over C with constant term 1. So, we

can define

H(z) = l+hlz+h2z2+m e l+zC[[z]],

15(2) = l+elz+e2z2+~~ e 1+zC[[z]],

and

P(z) = plz +P222 + - -- e z<C[[z]]

by the equations

H(z)=%z), (2.1)

E(z) = R(-z). (2.2)

and

R’(Z) = H’(2)

R(z) z H(z) ' (2'3)

F(z) = -z
  



It is useful to write equation (2.3) as

R(z) = exp (—/0 Pix) dx) = exp — 25:51" . (2.4)

n21

 

As we will see in Subsection 2.5.1, if R(z) is a polynomial then H (z), E (z) and P(z)

are just the generating functions for the complete homogeneous, elementary, and power

sum symmetric functions in the reciprocals of the roots of R(z).

We will be interested in how various factorizations of R(z) translate in terms of H (z),

E (z) and P(z). But first we need some preliminary results.

Theorem 2.1.1. IfRn (z), for all n 2 l areformalpower series in C[[z]] with oran (z) = n,

then there are unique C,, e C, n 2 1, with

R(z) = [10+ ma)“.

n21

Proof: Notice that

(1+ Rn(z))Cn =1+rnCnZn +"°

where ru 75 O is the leading coefficient of R, (z). Also multiplying any formal power series

by 1+ Rn (z) changes only the 21 terms for j 2 n. So, it is enough to show that we can find

C1,C2,~- sothat

n

R(z) E 1+a1z+---+anz" E H(l + Rj(z))Cj (mod z'H’l),

i=1

for all n e P.

We prove this by induction on n. For n = 1, let

01

C1=—.

71

We have

R(z)sl+a1z E (1+ R1(z))Cl (mod zz).

Assume that there exist unique Cj, for 1 S j S n — 1 such that

n-l

R(z); l+a1z+~-+a,,_1z"-l—:— H(l+ Rj(Z))Cj (mod 2").

j=l

10



Write

 

n—l

H(1+Rj(Z))C’=1+arz+---+an—1z"'1+&nz" + - --,

i=1

and let

c,, = a" "'a". (2.5)

rn

Then

I:

H(1+Rj(z))ci = (1+a1z+---+a,,_1z""+a,,z"+-~-)(1+R,,(z))C"

i=1

= (1+a1z+-~+a,._1z"_1+Einz"+---)(l+(a,,-Zz,,)z"+---)

= l+aiz+-~+anz"+---

So,

It

R(z)-=-1+a1z+~-+a,,z" 2 Ha +Rj(z))C/ (mod 5'“)

i=1

Therefore, by induction, we are done. I

We need the following lemma and corollary to prove various integer congruences.

Lemma 2.1.2. Let q, t e P. If R(z) e qu[[z]], then

(1+ R(z))qH E 1 (mod q').

Proof: Induct on t. For t = 1, the result is trivial.

Assume the lemma is true for t — l 2 1, that is

(1+ R(z))"t_2 = I +q’"1R(z)

for some R(z) e zZ[[z]]. Then

(1+ R(z))q'”‘ = ((1+ R(z))q"2)q

= (1+q”11§(z))q

.. .. 2 ..

= 1+qq"1R(z) + (g) (q"lR(z)) + - - - + (qt—1R(z))q)

51 (mod q’)

since (q"l)i = q("1)i and (t — 1)i 2 t, fori 2 2, t 2 2. I

11



Corollary 2.1.3. Let q,t e P. Given Rn (z), for all n 2 l as in Theorem 2.1.1 with Rn (z) e

qz" (:l:l +zZ[[z]]) for all n 2 1. Then

R(Z) E 1+Q'ZZIIZII

ifand onlyif

c, e q'-'z foralln 21.

Proof: (<2) This follows from Lemma 2.1.2.

(=>) We proceed by induction on n as in the proof of Theorem 2.1.1. It is clear that

C16 q"1Z. Assume that C} e q"'Z, for 1 5 j g n — 1, then 5,, e q'Z by Lemma 2.1.2.

Therefore, by equation (2.5), C" e q"‘Z since an e q’Z and rn = :Eq. I

We will now introduce the four types of factorization that will concern us for the rest of

this thesis.

2.1.1 Type I

Let

Rn(z) = —z" Vn 21.

Using these polynomials, we have the next theorem.

Theorem 2.1.4. Let R(z) = 1+a1z +a2z2 + - .. e 1 + zC[[z]]. There are unique Mn 6

C,n 2 l, with

R(z) = no — z")M"- (2.6)

n21

Moreover; we have

p, = 2:de Vn 2 1 (2.7)

dln

and

1

M. = ; thwmn Vn 2 1. (2.8)

dln

12



Proof: The first statement is clear because of Theorem 2.1.1.

Now taking the logarithmic derivative on both sides of (2.6), and multiplying by —z

gives

 

That is,

P(Z) = ann(Zn +22" ‘i' ‘ ' ').

n21

Comparing the coefficients on both sides, we get

p, = Zde Vn 21.

d In

Finally, equation (2.8) follows by applying the Mobius Inversion Theorem to (2.7). I

We can now obtain the Cyclotomic Identity (see e.g. [40]) which has important appli-

cations in combinatorics.

Corollary 2.1.5 (Cyclotomic Identity). Ifa e P, then we have

1 ( 1 )M" 1 d
= H where Mn = —Zp(d)a"/ -

l—az n21 l—z" n

dln

  

Proof: Let R(z) = l —az. We get p" = a" from equation (2.3). Hence, by equation (2.6)

and (2.8), we have the desired result. I

Remark: It is worth noting that Mn = £26,", u(d)a"/d is the number of primitive

necklaces with n beads and a colors.

2.1.2 Type II

Let q > 1 be a positive integer and let

Rn(Z) =z"+---+z(‘"”" Vn 21.

Before we can state the analog of Theorem 2.1.4 in this context, we need the following

definition and lemma.

13



Definition 2.1.6. Let q > 1 be a positive integer. If n = mq‘ , where q Im, then we define

ordq (n) = s.

Lemma 2.1.7. Let {an}n21 and {,Bn},,21 be two sequences. Let q > 1 be a positive integer

and c be a constant. Then

 

r230% ifCII",

db:

,= 2.9

’3 lzarcza. ifqln ‘ ’
dht

ifandonlyif

an=Z/t(d)fl5 +CZ#(d)flq% +~ +c Z#(d)fl—7

dht dl” dlfr

where s = ordq (n).

Proof: Using equation (2.9), we define

ordb(n)

B(n):= Z Cifln/qr

i=0

= .Bn "I'CIBn/q 'I' ' ' ' 'I' csfln/qs

= Zad— CEIEad +c Zad-Czad + ~S+C Zad

dln dl— dl-z dl—g

H:-
dht

Hence, we have

fl __ B(n) ifqin,

n_ B(n)—cB(n/q) ifqln.

14



Now, by Mobius Inversion Theorem, we obtain

a. = Z#(n/d)3(d)

dm

ord§(d)

=Zu(n/d) z Cfld/q

dm

onQOG

= Z Z#(—q,7i)6fld

i =0 dlfi

ordh(n)

= Z Zamor—
=0 .1];

=Z#(d)flg, “Zion/3,; +-- +CZ#(d)fl_—-

dm ”I dPT

This establishes the result. I

Theorem 2.1.8. Let R(z) = l+alz +azz2 + e 1+zC[[z]]. There are unique Nn e

C,n 2 1, with

 

N.

R(z)=l—j[(l+z"+w+z(q’”") . (2.10)

n21

Moreover; V

—Zde ifqln:

dln (211)p :4
°

" —Zde+quNd ifqln

dm dfi

and

Na: HZMdmn/qumdw +---+q‘Z/1(d)pq_gg (2.12)

dm dlg d%}

where s = ordq (n).

Proof: The first statement is clear because of Theorem 2.1.1.

We may rewrite

n Nn

R(z) = H(l+zn+...+z(q-l)n)Nn = 1161:?!) . (2.13)

n21 n21

 

15



Now taking the logarithmic derivative on both sides of (2.13), and multiplying by —z gives

R’(z) qnzq” "Z"
_ = N — .

zR(z) Z "(l—z‘l" l—z")
n21

  

That is,

P(z) = anNn(zq" +z2q" +---)—ZnN,,(z" +z2"+---).

n21 n21

Comparing the coefficients on both sides, we get equation (2.11). Finally, by Lemma 2.1.7

(using an = —nN,,, ,8" = pn and c = q ), we have the last conclusion. I

2.1.3 Type 111

Let q > 1 be a positive integer and

(I-Z”)" _
l q" 1 Vn2l.

'—Z

Rn (Z) =

Using these R", we obtain the next theorem. Its proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.1.8

and so is omitted.

Theorem 2.1.9. Let R(z) = l +alz +a222 + - -- e l + zC[[z]]. There are unique 0,, e

 

C,n 2 1, with

_ (1 -2")" 0"

n21

Moreover: r

quOd ifq in.

dln

Pn = * (2-15)

9 ZdOd-Zdod ifélln

dln dlg

and

1

0.. = 7 ZMdlpn/d-i- Z#(d)Pqid + - - - + 2mm, (2.16)

q dln dlg dlj'j-

where s = ordq (n). I

The following corollary will be needed to establish the fundamental congruence for

Type III in Theorem 2.3.4.

16



Corollary 2.1.10. Ifq is a prime, we can write

1

0n = 72.“(d)pn/d-

q dln

aid

Proof: We have

Zia (d)Pn/d = Zr! (d)Pn/d - Z#(d)pn/d

dln dln dln

qid qld

= 2;! (d)Pn/d - z#(qd)pq—';,

dln dIg-

= 2mm.— #(q)Z/1(d)pq5

dln dlg

W

= 2;! (d)Pn/d + El! (0019;,

dln dig

(rid

= Emma/d +Zp(d)p,2, + - - . + Emmi,

dln d]; dlé’y

where s = ordq (n). Comparing this equation with equation (2.16) gives the result. I

2.1.4 Type IV

In the subsection, we will study a different way to factor R(z). Rather than fixing Rn (z)

and finding the corresponding exponents, the exponents will all equal one and this will

determine appropriate Rn (z).

Theorem 2.1.11. Let R(z) = 1+a1z +61222 + - -- 6 1+ zC[[z]]. There are unique Q" e

C,n 2 l, with

R(z) = [In — an"). (2.17)

n21

Moreover, we have

pn = Zde/d Vn 21. (2.18)

dln

17



Proof: Comparing the coefficients on both sides of (2.17), we have

.,,= z (—1)ro.,o..~-o.,
k1+k2+m+kr=n

lSk1<k2 <--' <k,$n

= Z (‘1)er1Qk2”'Qk, _Qn~

k1+k2+m+kr=n

lskl <k2<---<k, <n

Thus, we can recursively determine Q1, Q2, - - -.

Now, taking the logarithmic derivative on both sides of (2.17), and multiplying by —z

gives

R’ z z"
-2512. ._. Zn'fQL—n'

(Z) n21 - an

That is,

P(z) = Zn(Q.z" + Qizz” + - - -)

n21

Comparing the coefficients on both sides, we get equation (2.18). I

Remark: In this situation the p,, are called the ghost components of the Q" (see e.g.

[33, p.330]). We will discuss them in more detail in Section 3.3.

The analogue of Corollary 2.1.3 in this context is as follows.

Corollary 2.1.12. Let q e P and R (z) E 1 +le[[z]]. Then

R(z) e l+qu[[z]]

ifandonly if

Q" e qZ Vn 2 1.

Proof: (<=) This direction is obvious.

(=>) In the proof of Theorem 2.1.11, it is easy to see that if Qj e qZ, for 1 5 j 5 n —1

then Q" E qZ. Hence, we are done by induction. I
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2.2 Some operations

We wish to express the relationships between the exponents in the Type I, II and IH factor-

izations. Let q > 1 be a positive integer. If

R(z) = H(1 -Z")M"

n21

= H (l-I-z" +...+z(q—1)n)”"

n21

_ (l-z”)" 0"

- (l-zq")
n21

then we have the following relations.

Corollary 2.2.1. Ifs = ordq (n) then

(i) Nn = _(Mn+Mn/q+'”+Mn/q5)a

.. 1 1 1

(ll) 0n=;(Mn+;MIl/q+'”+;
n/qs),

’Nn Ifqln’
(iii) M = _

n ["Nn'l'Nn/q
tfqin.

Proof: Equations (i) and (ii) follow from Theorems 2.1.4, 2.1.8, and 2.1.9. Equation

(iii) follows directly from (i). I

It will be necessary to see how various operations on power series R(z) translate to the

corresponding P(z) series. We will start with product, quotient, and substitution.

Proposition 2.2.2. Suppose R(z), R(z) 6 1+ zC[[z]].

(i) We have

R(z) = R(z)li(z)

ifand only if

P(z) = P(z) + P(z)

where P(z) and P(z) are related to R(z) and R(z) as in equation (2.3).
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(ii) Similarly, we have

R(Z) = R(z)/1%)

ifand only if

P(z) = P(z) - F(z)-

(iii) Let r E P and R(z) e l+zC[[z]]. We have

R(z) = R(z’)

ifand only if

P(z) =rP(z').

Proof: (i) (:>) By equation (2.3), we have

R’(z)

R(z)

_z R’(z)R(z) + R(z)R’(z)

R(2)R(Z)

P(z) _ Z Ii’(Z)

R(z) R(z)

= 13(2) + 13(2).

 

P(z) = -z

  

(4:) By (2.4), we obtain

R(z) = exp (- f0. Pixldx)

exp(- [OZ ( P(x) : P(x))dx)

z p z I;

= exp(-/0 ix)dx)exp(—/o 30(1):)

(ii) and (iii) are proved similarly.

 

 

  

We now consider an operation that will give the Hadamard product. We use [i , j] to

denote the least common multiple ofi and j and (i, j) to the great common divisor ofi and

j.

20



Proposition 2.2.3. Let R(z) and R(z) 6 1+ zC[[z]]. We have

R(z) = [Ia—N“,

n21

where

Mn = Z (i.j)MiMj

li.j]=n

and A71" and Mn are related to [3,, and 13,, as in equation (2.7),or equivalently (2.8), ifand

only if

Pzfiefi

Proof: (<=) From the definition of Hadamard product, we have p" = [in [3,. Hence, by

(2.7) and (2.8), we have

1

M. = ;;p(d)p./.

n

1

== ; ZMn/dmr

dln

l - .

= - E ,#(n/d)pepd
n

dln

= %Z#(n/d)ZiM,- 2;ij (by (2.7))

dln ild jld

1 .~ .~
"= [21%]sz 'u (d[i,j])

 

"ri,j1=n

= Z(i,j)1i’4,-M,~ (sinceij=[i,j](i.j)).

[rd-1:.

(=>) Using the above calculation, we know

M. = Z (ADM-M,-

[i.jl=n

l - ..

=-Z#(n/d)Pde v. 21.

n dln
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Hence, by Mobius Inversion Theorem and (2.7), we have

p. = szd = 15.13,, Vn 21.

dln

In this way we obtain the desired result. I

2.3 Congruences

In this section, we will use Types I—IV to derive the fundamental congruences for use in our

examples and applications.

2.3.1 Type I

The next result is equivalent to various results of Carlitz [7, 8] in number theory and of

Dold [13] in dynamical systems.

Theorem 2.3.1. Thefollowing three conditions are equivalent

(1') R(Z) e l+zZ[[z]l.

(ii) Mn 6% Vn 21,

(iii) Zuni»)... E 0 (mod n) Vn 2 1.

dln

Proof: (i) 4:) (ii) follows from Corollary 2.1.3 with q = t = 1.

(ii) ¢=> (iii) is clear from (2.8). I

Remark: It is important to note that in this result and others like it to follow, even

though the individual terms in the sum could be complex numbers, the sum itself is an

integer and divisible by the modulus.

As a special case, we obtain Fermat’s famous Little Theorem.

Corollary 2.3.2 (Fermat’s Little Theorem). Let a e Z and q be a prime, then

a" E a (mod q).
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Proof: Let R(z) = l —az. We obtain p" = a" from equation (2.3). Hence, by Theo-

rem (2.3.1) we have

Zu(d)pq/d=aq—a_=_0 (mod q). I

dlq

2.3.2 Type II

Theorem 2.3.3. Let q > 1 be a positive integer: Then the following three conditions are

equivalent

(1') R(Z)e 1+zZ[[z]].

(ii) N” 6% Vn 21,

(iii) 2mm... +qu(d)p,1, + - - - +q‘ Emma, a 0 (mod n) v. 2 1.

dln dlg- dlcT”;

where s = ordq (n).

Proof: (i) <2 (ii) follows from Theorem 2.3.1 and Corollary 2.2.1. Since

R(z)el+zZ[[z]]ch,,eZ Vn2l<=>NneZ Vn2l.

(ii) <:> (iii) is clear from equation (2.12). I

2.3.3 Type III

Theorem 2.3.4. Let q be a prime and t be a positive integer: Then the following three

conditions are equivalent

(1') R(Z)€1+4'ZZIIZII.

(ii) 0,, e q"lZ Vn 21,

(iii) Zeno“). a 0 (mod q'n) Vn 2 1.

dln

414
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Proof: (i) <=> (ii) follows by noticing that if q is prime then

(1 - z")q a 1— zq" (mod q).

That is,

(1 -z")"
WE I+qZZ[[Z]].

Now, if

(1 -z")q 0"

R(z) - H(W ’
n21

then the result follows from Corollary 2.1.3.

(ii) 4: (iii) is from Corollary 2.1.10. I

The next theorem is similar to Dieudonné-Dwork’s Lemma for p-adic numbers. See,

for example, [50, 32].

Theorem 2.3.5. Let q be a prime. Then

R(Z) E 1+ zZHzl]

ifand only if

R(z)q

R(z")

 

E 1+42ZIIZII-

Proof: Write

R(Z) = H(1 -z")M".

n21

~ R(zv (1 —z")q M"
R(Z) = R(zq) = "11 (——1_zqn) .

Then, we have 0,, = Mn for all n 2 1. Hence,

and let

 

R(z) e 1+zZ[[z]] 4:) Mn 6 Z Vn 2 1 (By Theorem 2.3.1)

<=>OneZ Vn21

¢:> R(z) = R(z)q e 1+qu[[z]] (By Theorem 2.3.4).
 

This completes the proof. I

To use Theorem 2.3.4 in practice, we need to recast it in the following way.
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Proposition 2.3.6. Let q be a prime andt e 1?. Suppose R(z), If (z) e l + zC[[z]]. Then

R(z) .=_ R(z) (mod q')

ifand only if

Z#(d)13n/d 5 2mm. (mod 61’") Vn 2 1.

dln dln

qid aid

Proof: Let

R(z) = R(z)/R(z).

Then

R(z) ..——_ R(z) (mod q')

.1. R(z) = R(z)/R(z) 21 (mod q')

<2: 2 ,u(d)p,,/d E 0 (mod q'n) Vn 2 1 (By Theorem 2.3.4)

dln

qid

‘27 ZI‘MNSN/d E Z#(d)l3n/d (mOd qt") V" Z 1-

dln dln

qid qld

The last equivalence is because of Proposition 2.2.2.

The next two corollaries give examples of how Proposition 2.3.6 can be used.

Corollary 2.3.7. Fix a positive integer l.

(i) For the prime 2,

R(z) 5 1+2] (mod 2)

ifand only if

1 (mod 2n) forn =12k, k 2 o,

Emma/d a .

dln 0 (mod 2n) otherwzse.

21“!

(ii) Letq 5£ 2 be aprime. Then

R(z) 5 1+21 (mod q)

25



ifand only if

—1 (mod qn) forn = lqk, k 2 0,

prmM 5 21 (mod qn) forn = Zlqk, k 2 o,

d I '
(If; 0 (mod qn) otherwzse.

Proof: (i) Let R(z) = l—z’ -=- R(z) (mod 2). It is easy to see that M,- = ,7.

Now Corollary 2.2.1 shows that

- .. - n ..

2n0n=nMn+ Mn/Z+"'+‘2's‘ n/2-‘

N
I
B

where s = ord2(n). Moreover, 2n 0,, has nonzero value if and only if A711 appears on the

right-hand side of the above equation.

Hence, by Corollary 2.1.10, we get

ZMdm/d = 2n 0,. a

dIn

Zfd

1 (mod 2n) forn=12k, k20,

0 (mod 2n) otherwise.

Finally, by Proposition 2.3.6, we get the desired equivalence.

(ii) Let R(z) = l+zl = (1 -z')-1(1 -z21). It is easy to see that

—1 ifn = l,

Mn = 1 ifn = 21,

0 otherwise.

Now Corollary 2.2.1 shows that

A: ~ n ~ ’2 "’

qn0n=nMn+g n/q+”°+;Mn/q5

where s = ordq (n). Moreover, qn 0,, has nonzero value if and only if M; or A7121 appear on

the right-hand side of the above equation.

Hence, by Corollary 2.1.10, we get

—I (mod qn) forn = M, k 2 0,

Zy(d)fin/d = qno, a 21 (mod qn) forn = 21qk, k z o,

2):; 0 (mod qn) otherwise.

Again, we use Proposition 2.3.6 to get the desired equivalence. I
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Corollary 2.3.8. Let q be a prime.

(i) Supposel _>_ 2 and] #qsforanys 2 1. Then

R(z)21+z+---+z"1 (modq)

ifand only if

—1 (modqn) forn=qk, kZO,

Zp(d)p,,/d .=_- 1 (mod qn) forn = lq", k _>_ 0,

dl -
(ll; 0 (mod qn) otherWtse.

(ii) Supposel 2 2 andl =q‘ for some s 2 1. Then

R(z) E 1+z+---+z"l (mod q)

ifand only if

-1 (modqn) forn=qk, Osk<s,

Zp(d)pn/da l—l (modqn) forn=qk, k2s,

dl '
fl; 0 (mod qn) otherwzse.

Proof: Let R(z) = l+z+ - --+z"l = (l —z)“(l —z’). It is easy to see that

-1 ifn = 1,

Mn = l ifn = l,

0 otherwise.

Now the proof is finished in the same manner as in previous corollary.

2.3.4 Type IV

Theorem 2.3.9. Let q,t e P. IfR(z) e 1+q’zZ[[z]], then

pmqs E 0 (mod qt“)

forallm e Ponds e N.
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Proof: For q = 1 the result follows from the definition of P(z). Assume q 2 2. Notice

that, by Corollary 2.1.12, we have q’ | Q", for all n.

Let d be a divisor of mq‘. If ordq (d) = i and ordq (mq‘) = j then

0rdq (d QZ'qS/d) 2 ordq (d) +ordq (QZqS/d)

2 i+tqj‘i (because q’ | Qd)

2i+t(j—i+l) (becauseq22)

=i+tj—ti+t

=(t—1)(j—i)+t+j

2t+s (becauset21,j2iandj_>_s).

Therefore, by Theorem 2.1.11

dlmq‘

forallmelP’andseN. I

Remark: The converse of the above theorem is not true in general. For example, let

t=1and

_ qs+1 ifn=q", s 20,

p" _ 0 otherwise.

Then the pn satisfy the condition in the above theorem. Now let 4 be a prime not dividing

q. We have

2mm. = p: —p1=0—q 5&0 (mod c1).

dlé’

Therefore, by Theorem 2.3.1, R(z) ¢ l+zZ[[z]]. Hence, R(z) ¢ 1+qu[[z]].

However, in the next subsection, we will show that by adding one condition, the con-

verse will become true.

Proposition 2.3.10. Let q,t e r». IfR(z) a R(z) (mod q’) then

qu‘ E fimqs (mOd qt+3)

forallm e 11’, s e N.
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Proof: Since

R

_:£Z_) E (mod qt).

R(z)

The conclusion follows by Theorem 2.3.9 and Proposition 2.2.2. I

2.3.5 Some characterizations

In this subsection, we will give some characterizations for {pn},,21, the sequence of coeffi-

cients of P(z). First, we need the following two results.

Lemma 2.3.11. Let a, ,B be arithmeticfunctions with integer values.

(i) Let q 6 IP’. Ifa(n) E. 0 (mod n) and ,B(n) E 0 (mod qn) for all n 2 1, then (a at

.BX") E 0 (mod qn)for all n 2 1.

(ii) Ifa(l) = :lzl and a(n) E 0 (mod n)for alln 2 1, then a"1(n)E 0 (mod n)for all

n 2 1. Where or‘1 is the Dirichlet inverse ofa.

Proof:

(i) We have

(a *mm) = Zawwoud)

dln

= dedqgkg/d for some kd and kg/d e Z

dln

= ankdkh/d
dln

E 0 (mod qn).

(ii) Let &(n) = a(n)/n which is integer-valued. Since 61(1) = :1:1, a-l exists and is still

integer-valued. So, a’1(n) = no?"1 (n) a 0 (mod n). I

The next theorem is a generalization of Jarden’s result in [30], here we give a simpler

proof.
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Theorem 2.3.12. Let a, ,B be arithmeticfunctions with a (l) = i1 andfor all n 2 2

zdln a(d) E 0 (mod n). Then

Zp(d),8(n/d) E 0 (mod n) for alln 2 l

dln

ifand only if

Za(d),8(n/d)20 (mod n) foralln2 1.

dln

Proof: ”=>” We are given (a a: u)(n) E 0 (mod n) and (,u *fl)(n) a 0 (mod n) for all

n 2 1. Therefore, by Lemma 2.3.1 1(i), we have

(a *fl)(n) = (a 4: u) at (p *fl)(n) E 0 (mod n) for all n 21.

”<=” Since (a * u)(n) E 0 (mod n) for all n 2 1, by Lemma 2.3.11(ii) we have

(a a: u)-1(n) E 0 (mod n) for all n 21.

Again, by Lemma 2.3.11(i) and (a *fl)(n) E 0 (mod n) for all n 2 1, we get

((a*u)-1*(a*p))(n)so (mod n) foralln2l.

On the other hand,

(awr‘ *(aw) = (u“ *a")*(a*fl)

= (#*a_l)*(a*.3)

=#*fl-

That is (p *fl)(n) E 0 (mod n) for all n 2 1. I

Remark: In particular, we may choose a to be Euler’s totient ¢ function or Jordan’s

totient Jk function since Zdln ¢(d) = n and 2m Jk(d) = it". However a need not be a

multiplicative function. For example, in [30] Jarden used this result on the function defined

by a(1)=1, Zdlnaw) = —n for n > 1. Now a(2) = -3, and a(3) = —4, (1(6) = 0,

showing that the conditions on a in Theorem 2.3.12 do not imply that a is multiplicative.

Now, we have the following characterizations for {pn },,21.
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Theorem 2.3.13. Thefollowing are equivalent:

(i) exp 25:12" el+zZ[[z]],

n21

(ii) Zp(d)p,,/d E 0 (mod n) for all n 2 1,

dln

(iii) 201M)p"/d E 0 (mod n) for all n 2 l, where a is an arithmetic function with

dln

(1(1): :i:1 and Zd|na(d) E 0 (mod n)for all n 2 2,

(iv) pmqs E pmqs-l (mod q‘)for all primes q andm,s 6 IP’.

Proof: (i) 4:) (ii) Note that

R(z) = exp —Z%-z" e 1+zZ[[z]]

n21

if and only if

exp Z-pf-z" el+zZ[[z}]-

n21

Now we can apply Theorem 2.3.1 to get the result.

(ii) 4: (iii) follows by writing p(n) = pn and applying Theorem 2.3.12.

(iv) => (ii) Ifq In, we can write n = mqs where s = 0rd,,(n). Thus

Z#(d)pn/d = Z#(d)pn/d + Z#(d)pn/d

dln dln dln

(lid qld

= Z#(d)pmq5/d + Z.“(qd)pmq5‘1/d

dlm dlm

= ZINC” (qus/d - qus‘l/d)

dlm

s 0 (mod q‘) (by (iv))-

Since the above congruence is true for any prime q | n, we have established (ii).

(i) => (iv) Let

 



which is in l +qu[[z]] by Theorem 2.3.5. Hence, by Theorem 2.3.9

for all m,s e 11".

On the other hand, by Proposition 2.2.2, we have

13(2) = qP(2) -qP(zq)-

That is

fimqs = 61(19qu - pmqs-n) E 0 (mod 61‘“)

for all m, s e P. Thus we have (iv). I

Remark: (i) 1:) (iv) has been proved by Beukers [5]. Stanley [62, p.72] also give a

proof of the equivalence of (i), (ii) and (iv) for 1 5 n 5 N, where N is a fixed positive

integer.

We have an analogous characterization using Type III. Before we can state the result,

we need some another definition and a couple of results.

Definition 2.3.14. Let (1, fl be arithmetic functions and q be a prime. We define a *q ,6 as

follows.

(a *q fl)(n) = ((1 *fl)(n) + (a *fi)(n/q) + - - - + (a *fl)(n/q‘)

where s = ordq (n).

Lemma 2.3.15. We have

a*(fi*qv)=(a*fl)*q7-

Proof: This follows directly from the definitions. I

We now have an analogue of Theorem 2.3. 12 for Type III.

Theorem 2.3.16. Let q be a prime and t 6 IP’. Leta, ,6 be arithmeticfunctions with a (1) =

:l:1 and Zdlnaul) E 0 (mod n)for all n 2 2. Then

([1 *q ,8)(n) _=. 0 (mod q’n) for alln 2 1
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ifand only if

(a *q ,8)(n) E 0 (mod q’n) for all n 2 1.

Proof: ”=>” Since (a *u)(n) E 0 (mod n) and (,u *q ,8)(n) :-=- 0 (mod q’n) for all n 2 1.

By Lemmas 2.3.11(i) and 2.3.15, we have

(a*qfl)(n)=(a*u)*(p *qfl)(n)50 (mod q’n) foralln21.

”<=” We know

(a*u)-l(n)EO (mod n) foralln2l.

Again by Lemma 2.3.11(i) and (a *q p)(n) s 0 (mod q’n) for all n 2 1, we get

((a m)“ a. (a 1.4;») (n) E 0 (mod q'n) for all n _>_ 1.

On the other hand,

(a*u)-l*(a *qfl) = (u‘1*a_l)*(a *qfl)

= (p*a-l)*(a *qfl)

= [u *q ,6 (by Lemma 2.3.15).

That is (p *q ,B)(n) E 0 (mod q’n) for all n 2 1. I

Now we have the following characterization.

Theorem 2.3.17. Let q be a prime and t 6 IP’. Thefollowing are equivalent:

(i) exp flz"\ e 1+q'zzllzl].

n2] n /

(ii) Zp(d)pn/d E 0 (mod q'n)foralln 21,

dln

aid

(iii) (a *q p)(n) E 0 (mod q'n)for all n 2 1, where p(n) = pn and a is an arithmetic

function with a(1)= :l:1 and Zdlnaw) E 0 (mod n)for all n 2 2,

(iv) pm}.- E pmém (mod cf) and pmqs E 0 (mod q’“) for all primes 2; other than q

andm,s 6 IP’.
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Proof: (i) 4: (ii) Note that

exp 2%z" e 1+q'zZ[[zl]-

n21

if and only if

exp (—Zéz" 6 1+q'zZ[[z]].

n21

Now we can apply Theorem 2.3.4 to get the result.

(ii) a» (iii) follows by noticing that

(l1 *q p(n) = Emma/d)

d In

aid

from the proof of Corollary 2.1.10. Now apply Theorem 2.3.16.

(iv) => (ii) Let 2; ba a prime other than q. If a; | n, we can write n = mq‘ where

s = ordq (n). Thus

prmm: 2 y<d>pnn+ Z ”(on/d

dln dln dln

qid (lid, ciid qid. éld

= Emma/d+ 2p<c1d>pmqs-n/d

dlm dlm

aid aid

= 2.11““ (pMés/d _ quS-Vd)

dlm

aid

5 0 (mod q‘) (by (iv)).

For q, if q | n then we can write it = mq’ where s = ordq (n). Hence

2 ,u (d)pn/d = Z# (d)qu‘/d

dln dlm

qid

E 0 (mod qt“) (by (iv)).

Combining the above two congruences, we establish (ii).

(i) = (iv) Since R(z) e 1+q'zZ[[z]] C 1+ zZ[[z]], Theorems 2.3.13 and 2.3.9 com-

bine to give pmqs E pmqs—l (mod 4‘) and pmqs E 0 (mod q’”) for all primes q and

m,seIP’. I
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2.4 Basic identities

In this section, we will show how equations (2.3) and (2.4) lead to generalizations for

various famous identities.

First, we have an identity which generalizes Newton’s power sum formula from his

book “Arithmetica Universalis” ([44, pp. 107—108] [46, pp. 361—362]) and which follows

easily from equation (2.3).

Theorem 2.4.1. We have

P(z)R(z) + zR’(z) = 0.

Equivalently,

Pn+arpn—1+---+an_1p1+na,,=0 Vn21. I

Newton did not actually prove his formula. There are many different proofs in the

literature (e.g. [4, 39, 69]) but this is arguably the shortest and easiest.

Second, we obtain three identities which generalizes Waring’s Formulas [67]. See also

[10, 11, 38].

Theorem 2.4.2. We have

k1+-°'+k k k

= —l k1+"'+k" n ( n)a la 2mak”, 2.19

p" kl+2k2;+nk,,=n( ) kl+"'+kn k1.-.-,kn 1 2 n ( )

 

 

 

2: __ k1+m+k k k
= _1 kl+ +kn 1 n ( ”)1: th.”hkn, 2_20

p" k1+2k2+...+nkn=n( ) k1+ ' ' ' +kn k1: - - - , kn l 2 n ( )

n k1+"'+kn k k k
= 2‘ _1k2+k4+ I 2... n. 2.21

p" ( ) kl+°"+kn( k1....,kn )e‘ 62 e" ( )
k1+2k2+m+nkn=n

Proof: To obtain the first expression for pn, use equation (2.4) to get

2%2" = — log(R(z))

n21

= —log (1 +(cr1zl +azzz+-~))

= 21(11):. (a121+a222 + . ~ )

i2l

 

i
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The conclusion follows by comparing the coefficients of z" on both sides.

The other two identities are obtained similarly. I

Next, we can use equation (2.4) to obtain some identities which are inverses to our

generalizations of Waring’s Formulas.

Theorem 2.4.3. We have

(_1)k1+k2+"'+k,,

 

 

 

 

(<1 ’62 k

a": Z k 1k 1 kn 'plpzmpn", (2'22)
k1+2k2+~~+nkn=nl 1161.2 2k2.---n kn.

1 k k k
h,,= Z k plpz-np” (2.23)

'iki...kni12 '1’
k1+2k2+---+nk,,=nl lk1.2 2k2. n k,,.

(_1)k2+k4+~- In k; k

e": Z k l k i k. ip1p2"'pnn' (2'24)
k1+2k2+m+nkn=nl 1k1.2 2k2.---n kn.

Proof: By equation (2.4),

_ a .z... _...( 2,2
n21 n21

l

= - a,» /,.

120 n21 n

_1 i t

= (.) (p1 1+‘p—222'i' )

_ t! 1 2
120

The conclusion follows by comparing the coefficients of 2" on both sides.

Again, the other two identities are obtained similarly. I

We can simplify the notation in the previous two theorems by using partitions. A par-

tition of n, denoted A t—n, is a sequence of positive integers

A = (11912:... all)

with 212 112 2 2 A, and 22,- = n. We also write 11 = (1k12k2-nnkn) where k,- is the

multiplicity ofi in )l.

The length of A is the number of parts of A,

[(1) =k1 +k2+---+k,,.
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The weight of A is

I/il=11+12+”-+AI=k1+2k2+---+nkn=n.

We also use the following notation:

z. = 1k1k112k2k2!-~nk"k,,!,

_ 1(2)!

_ k1!k2!---k,,!

 

#1

and

El =(_1)Il|—l(l).

For f = a,h,e or p and A l—n, we write

f2=f21f12-°°f2,=f1k‘f2k2-nff".

Thus, we can rewrite Theorems 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 in a manner that will be familiar to the

reader conversant with symmetric functions.

Theorem 2.4.4. We have

[(1)

n

Pa = Z(—1)lm_l—#thr,

“_n 1(i)

n

pn = Zea—Mer-

H 1(1)

n

p. = z(-1)'m—#iar.

Al—n

Theorem 2.4.5. We have

an = Z(-1)M)ZI1P1.

1.1-1r

h” = ZZIIPA,

1.1-1:

-1

en = ZGAZ), p).-

111—1!
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The next two theorems contain other relations between the coefficients of our power

series.

Theorem 2.4.6. We have

hn+a1hn_1+~-+an_1h1+an =0 Vn 21, (2.28)

and

h. = zooms...
Al—n

Proof: Since R(z)H (z) = 1, we have the first identity.

From H(z) = R(z)", we get

—1

1+h1z+h2z2+m = (1+(alzl+a2z2+~-))

= Z(-l)"(arzl +azz2+-~)i

1'20

Now compare the coefficients of 2" on both sides to get the second identity. I

Theorem 2.4.7. We have

(i) Pn = -(arhn—1+202hn—2 + - - - + (n -1)an—1h1+nan) W Z 1.

(ii) p,, = hlan—l +2hza,,_2 +~~+ (n — l)h,,_1a1+nh,, Vn 21.

Proof: These follow directly by writing equation (2.3) as

P(z) = -zR’(z)H(z),

and

P(z) = zH’(z)R(z). I

Combining equation (2.25) with our previous results, we can get expressions for the

Type I and HI exponents in terms of the coefficients of R(z).
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Theorem 2.4.8. We have

((0W2# Z(_l))1(,1)l_/(‘I:)%

dln AI—g

and ifq is a prime then

#(d)11(2 #1

71-72Z}1) ’75)“-

W

Proof: By equation (2.8), we have

— "_nZfl(d)Pn/d

ndln

=-Z#<d>Z(-1>“”§ to)Mar <by(2.25>)

d

=2 "(—)dZ(—1)““I(vMar
dln “—5

Hence, we get the first identity. The second one is also obtained similarly using Corol-

lary 2.1.10. I

We conclude this section by giving one simple example for demonstration. More ex-

amples will be given in Section 2.6.

Example 2.4.9. Let R(z) = l — z. Then by equations (2.1)-—(2.3) we have

H(z): 1+z+zz+m

E(z)=1+z

P(z)=z+z2+---

Hence, by Theorem 2.4.5 we have

0 = Z(—1)’“>z;1 forn > 1, (2.29)

,1

1: 22;], (2.30)

11-11
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and

0:24.312;1 forn >1.

ti—n

Identity (2.29) is Cayley’s Identity [9] and identity (2.30) is well-known as Cauchy’s Iden-

tity [49].

Moreover, by equation (2.26) we have

1: —1'<i>—‘—"— , f 0.§( ) 1(2)“ orn>

This is equivalent to an identity in [10, 59]. I

2.5 Symmetric functions, linear recurrence relations and

matrices

In this section, we will discuss the case when R(z) is a polynomial.

2.5.1 Symmetric functions

When R(z) = 1+a1z1 + - - -+a,z’ is a polynomial of degree r in C[z], there is a connection

with symmetric functions. First, define

r l

F(Z) = Z R 2 .

F(z) = z'+a12'-l+---+ar_1z+ar.

That is,

Assume that al, a2, - -- , a, e (C are the roots of F (z). We can write

r

F(z) = Me — at),

i=1

or equivalently

R(z) = H(r — aiz). (2.31)

i=1

4O



Now define the following symmetric functions:

The nth complete homogeneous symmetricfunction in the roots of F(z) is

h" I: E ail-nag".

ISiIS"'SinST

The nth elementary symmetricfunction in the roots of F(2) is

en := E ail main.

151.1 <"'<insr

The nth power sum symmetricfunction in the roots of F(2) is

r

pn := Zaf‘.

i=1

The corresponding generating functions are

  

k

H(z) := 212%”:

n20 i1:

k

E(Z) I: Zenzn=n(l+012)

n20 i1:

P(z) := anz" = zzah"

n21 n21 i=1

k

= 220112)"

i=1n2l

 

Z “'2
l—aiz

Comparing these last three equations with (2.31), we see that H(z), E(z), P(z) and

R(z) satisfy the equations (2.1)-(2.3) and so all of the results from the previous sections

apply. Specializing Theorem 2.4.1 to this case where an = 0 for n > r, we immediately

have Newton’s original power sum formula.

Theorem 2.5.1. We have

pn +aan—l+"'+an—1P1+nan = 0 ifl S n s r,
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and

Pn+01pn—1+---+arp,._,=0 ifn>r.

In the same manner, Theorem 2.4.4 gives Waring’s formulas. For example,

Theorem 2.5.2. We have

11

PI: = Z(“DMD—#101-

11-1. 1(11)

Mgr

Similarly, Theorem 2.4.6 specializes to the following theorem.

Theorem 2.5.3. We have

hn+a1hn_1+---+an_1h1+an=0 iflgnsr,

hn+alhn_]+°"+arhn—r=O ifn>r

and

1...: gem/1w.
1.1-11

Algr

The next example will be used in Subsection 3.2.2.

Example 2.5.4. Fix a positive integer r 2 2 and a, b e C. Let

R(z)=1—az -bz’.

42
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By Theorem 2.5.2 we have

p" = Z (_1)k1+--~+kr____’_l__(kl+.”+k’)(_a)k10k2...0’(r-1(_b)kr

k1+2k2+---+rk,=n kl+--.+kr kl,..-,kr

k k,

= z (‘1)k1+kr—kl:k ( 1: )(_a)kl(_b)kr

kl +rk,=n

k k,

= Z n l + aklbkr

k1 + k, k,

k1+rk,=n

 

121

= 2 " (<n-rkr>+kr)a._,k,bk,

kr=0 (n _ rkr) + kr kr

[f] n n—(r- l)k "_rk k

= 27:17 k a b -
k=0n (r )

In particular, we have

 

a" for l g n < r,

p" = n n-r '

a +na b forr 5n <2r.

2.5.2 Linear recurrence relations

Given a linear recurrence relation

An+alAn—l+”'+arAn—r=0 forn>r

with initial conditions A1, A2, - -- , A,, where a,- E (C, l 5 i 5 r. The characteristic polyno-

mial of the recurrence relation is

F(z) = z’ +aiz'-1 + - --+ar.

and its roots a1, a2, - -- , a, e C are called the characteristic roots. Note that the solution of

the recurrence relation is determined uniquely by the initial conditions A1, A2, - .. , A,.

We wish to see what initial conditions must be imposed so that the solution to our recur—

rence will just be the nth power sum of the characteristic roots or] , a2, - .. , 01,. Combining

Newton’s Formula (2.32) (for the recurrence relation) and Waring’s Formula (2.33) (for the

initial conditions), we get the desired constraints.
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Theorem 2.5.5. The solution ofthe recurrence relation

An+a1An_1+---+anAn_,=0 forn>r

with initial conditions

A 1 = —a1

a? — 2oz

.
> N

H

. I n

A, = Z(—1)"“———mar
h 1('1)

AISI'

is

An =a’l'+a’2'+----l—or;I

where the ai are the characteristic roots ofthe recurrence relation. I

Similarly, combining equation (2.34) (for the recurrence relation) and equation (2.35)

(for the initial conditions), we get the initial conditions and recurrence relation for the nth

complete homogeneous symmetric function in the characteristic roots a1, a2, - -- , 01,.

Theorem 2.5.6. The solution ofthe recurrence relation

An+a1An_1+-~+anA,,_r=0 forn>r

with initial conditions

3
? 11

A2 a]2 — a2

A, = Emma.
.11-n

AISI'

is

ISiIS'"SinSr

where the a; are the characteristic roots ofthe recurrence relation. I

Just as in Proposition 2.2.2, we will need to know how to handle addition and substrac-

tion of power sums of the characteristic roots. Here, we provide a more general result.
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Theorem 2.5.7. Let {An },,21 be the solution ofthe recurrence relation

An+a1An_1+---+a,/i,,_,=o forn > r (2.36)

with initial conditions A1, A2, - -- , Ar. Also, let {An},,31 be the solution of the recurrence

relation

An+&1/i,,_1+~-+&,/i,,_,=0 forn>s (2.37)

with initial conditions A], 112, - -- , [1,. Then the solution ofthe recurrence relation

An+a1An_1+---+a,+sA,,_(,+s) =0 forn > r+s (2.38)

where a,- = a, + @4511 + - - - + &1&;_1 + (2;, with initial conditions

An=flAn+yAn for15n5r+sandfl,yeC,

is

AnzflAn+yAn forn2l.

Proof: The characteristic polynomial of the recurrence relation (2.38) is

(z' +4712"1 + -~+Zz,)(zs +6116" + - - - +615).

Since 2' + 2112' "1 + ---+Zz, is the characteristic polynomial of (2.36) and z‘ +c‘11zs’1 +

---+&s is the characteristic polynomial of (2.37), we have {Anhzl and {Anhzl are the

solutions of the recurrence relation (2.38) with initial conditions A", 1 5 n S r +s and A",

l 5 n _<_ r + s respectively. Therefore, by the superposition principle, we obtain the desired

result. I

The next theorem will be used in proving some conjectures of Du in Subsection 3.2.2.

Theorem 2.5.8. Factor R (z) = l +alz + - - - +ar+sz’+5 as R(z) = R(z)R(z) for polyno-

mials R(z), R(z) ofdegree r and s. Then the solution ofthe recurrence relation

An+a1An_1+---+a,+sA,,_(,+s) =0 forn > r+s
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with initial conditions

Anzp'n—pn for15n_<_r+s

is

An=j3,,—;3,, foralln21.

Proof: This follows directly from the previous theorem with A" = fin, A" = [3,, ,6 = l,

andy =—1. I

2.5.3 Matrices

We can also connect our work with the determinant and the trace of a matrix.

Let X be a matrix in er,(C). The characteristic polynomial of X is

F(z) = det(zl — X).

Paralleling the development in Subsection 2.5.1, define

, l

R(z) := 2 F (-) = det(I —zX).

Z

Let a1, a2, - -- , a, be the roots of F(z). It is a well-known result that

r

pn = 201? = tr(X").

i=1

Therefore, we have

P(z) = Zpnz" = Ztr(X")z". (2.39)

n21 n21

Hence, we have the following theorem which connects the determinant and the trace of

a matrix.

Theorem 2.5.9. We have

t X”

det(I —zX)"l = exp Eli—)2" . (2.40)

n
n21

Proof: This follows from equation (2.39) and (2.4). I
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Corollary 2.5.10. Let it be a matrix in M,x,(C) and 2 in M,,.,(<C). We have

 

tr()2'") tr(52")zn
det(1 —z5i®f()“ =exp 2 (2.41)

n
n21

where (8) is the tensor product.

Proof: Let

X=X®x.

Then we have

tr(X”) = trot") u(x") for all n 2 1.

Hence, by Theorem 2.5.9 we are done. I

2.6 Various examples

In this section, we use our techniques to derive various congruences and identities, some of

which have appeared in the literature.

2.6.1 Congruences

The next example follows immediately from Theorem 2.3.4, Proposition 2.3.6, and Corol—

laries 23.7-23.8.

Example 2.6.1. We have the following results.

(i)

R(z) E 1 (mod 2)

if and only if

Zewm/e s 0 (mod 2n).
dln

21d
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(ii)

R(z) E l+z (mod 2)

if and only if

1 (mod 2n) forn = 2k, k 2 0,

Z#(d)pn/d E
.

(1|); 0 (mod 2n) otherwrse.

21d

(iii)

R(z) E 1+z2 (mod 2)

if and only if

2 (mod 2n) forn = 2k, k 31,

22:00pm 2 _

4|" 0 (mod 2n) otherwrse.

21d

(i 0)

R(z) E 1+z+z2 (mod 2)

if and only if

—1 (mod2n) forn=2k, k20,

2#(d)Pn/d5 3 (mod2n) forn=3-2", 1:20.

dl -
2]; 0 (mod 2n) otherwrse.

I

A conjecture of P. Filipponi

The following two examples generalize the results in [1, 21].

In [21], P. Filipponi defined a sequence {Anln20 by

An - An_1— CAn_2 = 0 for n 2 2 (2.42)

with initial conditions A0 = 2 and A1 = 1, where c 2 1 is a natural number. He showed

that if c = q where q is an odd prime then

Aqs E 1 (mod q") for all s e 11’.
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Moreover, he conjectured that if c = q — l and q 2 5 is a prime then the above congruence

is also true.

Later, in [1], R. André-Jeannin proved the above conjecture and also generalized it as

follows.

If q 2 1 is a natural number and c E 0 (mod q) then

Aqs 21 (mod qSH) for all s e N.

And, if q 2 5 is a prime and c E —1 (mod q) then

Aqs 51 (mod qs+l) for all s e N.

In order to use our results and techniques to get congruences, we need to use A1 and

A2 as the initial conditions. Since from (2.42) we know A2 = 1 + 2c, we get the initial

conditions A1 = l and A2 = 1 + 2c. Now, by Theorem 2.5.5, we obtain

Anzpn foralln21

where p" is the n-th power sum in the characteristic roots of the recurrence relation (2.42).

Note also that (2.42) corresponds to

R(z) = 1— z —czz.

So the next theorem has André-Jeannin’s first congruence as the special case when t = m =

1.

Theorem 2.6.2. Let q,t e 11". IfR(z) E 1 — 2 (mod q’) then

qu‘ E 1 (mOd qH-s)

forallm 611’, s 6N.

Proof: Let R(z) = l — 2. Then from (2.3)



So, 13,, = l for all n 6 1?. We now apply Proposition 2.3.10 to get the conclusion. I

Similarly André-Jeannin’s second congruence follows from the next result when t = 1

because if q 2 5 is prime then q E i1 (mod 6).

Theorem 2.6.3. Let q,t e 11». IfR(z) _=_ 1 — z + z2 (mod q’) then

l2 (mod q‘“) ifq a- 0 (mod 6),

1 (mod q‘“) ifq 5 :1:1 (mod 6),

—1 (mod qs“) ifq E :i:2 (mod 6),

.‘2 (mod q‘“) ifq a 3 (mod 6)

pqui

 

for all s 6 IP’.

Proof: Let R(z) = 1—z+zz. Since

 

~ l+z3

Rz =l—z+zz= .

() 1+2

We have, using (2.3),

F(z)—:—32—3+L—3(—z3+z6- )+(z—z2+---)

1+z3 l+z_ '

So,

'2 ianO (mod 6),

,_ l ifn E :tl (mod 6),

—1 ifn E :l:2 (mod 6),

_—2 ifn E 3 (mod 6).

Notice that iq‘ E iq (mod 6) for all q, s e 1?. Again, we apply Proposition 2.3.10 to get

 

the desired result. I

2.6.2 Identities

We can use our machinery to get interesting factorizations of exponentials.

Theorem 2.6.4. Let q > 1 be a positive integer:

o) 110 -z")"(")/" = expr—o,
n21
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#(n)/n

) =exr)(z—z").(ii) H (1+ z" + - - - +z‘q‘1)"

n21

_ n #(IO/n

(iii) H(—(1 z——)q) =exp(—qz+z").

n21 l—zqn

Proof: (i) Let

R(z) = H(l -z")”(")/".

n21

By equation (2.7)

ifn = 1,

"fl—HZ =)2”(d)= {0 otherwise.
dln dln

Therefore, P(z) = 2. Hence, by equation (2.4), we have the desired result.

(ii) Let

~ u(n)/n

R(z) = H (1+z" + - - - +z‘q‘1’")

n21

Using the result in (i), we get

R(Z") _ eXp(-zq)

R(z) — exp(—z)

A 1_ n q #(")/n

R(Z)=H((T::q—.).)
n21

 R(z) = = exp(z - 2").

(iii) Let

Again, using the result in (i), we obtain

R(2)4 _ CXP(-Z)q
_ _ q

R(z‘l) _ exp(—z‘l) _exp( qz+z ).R(z) =

Theorem 2.6.5. Let q > 1 be a positive integer

(i) H(l—z"WV" —exp(1.22)

n21

 

_ n ¢(n)/n z 2"

(,,H(,,,,,,,+,..) =.p( _ )
n21
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Proof: (i) Let

R(z) = H(l — z")¢(")/".

n21

By equation (2.7)

en: Elf—L): Z¢(d>=n.
dm dm

Therefore,

P(z)=z+2z2+3z3+~-

Hence, by equation (2.4), we have

R(z)=exp(—z-22-z3—---) =exp(;Z—).

l — z

(i i) and (iii) follow by the same method as in Theorem 2.6.4. I

For the next result, we recall the definition of Liouville’s function and one of its prop-

erties from number theory (see, e.g. [2]).

Definition 2.6.6. Liouville ’sfunction Mn) is defined by

ifn=1,l

l n == I
( ) l(_1)a1+---+ak ifn_— pllpgzn pzk

Proposition 2.6.7. We have

0 otherwise.

Z11(d)=[1 ifnisasquare, I

Theorem 2.6.8. Let q > 1 be a positive integer:

n2

(i)1_[(1—z")’1(")/"=exp ‘25:? .

n21 n21

l(n)/n

<ii>H(1+z+ +z“’"”) =exp 23,—":#2 .
n21 n21" n21

(1_ Zn)q 1(nl/n—qzn2zqn2

«one: -2—+27,—
n21 n21 n21
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Proof: Let

R(z) = [In —z")“">/".

n21

By Equation (2.7)

2(d) 1 if n is a square,

= d —— = ,1 d =

p" dz: d 2 ( ) [0 otherwise.
In dln

Therefore,

P(z) = z+z4+29+---

Hence, by equation (2.4), we have

2"2

R(z)=exp —2;;

n21

(ii) and (iii) follow by the same method as in Theorem 2.6.4.

Theorem 2.6.9. Let q > 1 be a prime. We have

(1) H(1 -z")‘”‘"’/" = exp (21)

n21 s20 qS

qt"

n

-- _ n —¢(n)/n_ Z

Mia z> _... 2,...) .
n21 n21

qt"

 

2 s

_ z’" ‘1
(zit) H(l—z") 100/" =exp 22’"qu .

n21 SZOMZI

qin qim

Proof: Let

R(Z) = 110 -Z")""(")/"-

n21

41"

By equation (2.7)

(d

pa 2 ”Ed Ld) = —Z/.l(d).

dln dln

qid qid
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However,

Zu(d) = Z ,u(d) where s = ordq (n).

dln e114

(lid 0

That is,

1 if n: 5, s 20,

Z#(d)= 7
d O otherwrse.

In

41d

Therefore,

P(z)=-—z—zq—zq2+---

Hence, by equation (2.4), we have the desired result.

(ii) and (iii) follow by noting that

Z¢(d) = z¢(d) =:—s where s = ordq (n).

:12:
and

24W) = 24(61): 1 if a"; isa square, where s = ordq(n),

,, 0 otherwrse.

qid

Now apply the same method as in (i). I

Note that (i) is so-called the Artin-Hasse exponential (see e.g [32, 50]).

Example 2.6.10. Let

R(Z) = (1 -Z)”,

where c e C. Then, by equation (2.3) we have

P(z) = cz+czz+m

Hence, by Theorem 2.4.5, we have

(- 1)" (Z) = Z(—c)lmz;l, (2.43)

ell—n

(C+n—1)=ch(l)z;l,
(244)

n 11-"
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C ._..

( )2 26,163,”)21 1.

n Ill—n

Note that identity (2.44) is Sylvester’s Identity [63].

If c is a positive integer, then from (2.43) and (2.45) we get

0 = Z(—c)’(’1)z;1 for n > c,

M—n

and

O = 261CI(A)Z;I forn > c.

.11—n

Example 2.6.11. Let

R(z) = 1-cz—cz2---- = (1—z)'1(1—(c+l)z),

where c e C. Then, by Proposition 2.2.2, we have

P(z) = Z<<c+1r —1)z".

n21

Hence, by Theorem 2.4.4, we get

n

(c+1)" — 1 = chm—u).

11-" 1(4)

If e = 1, then the previous identity becomes

which is an identity in [10].

Example 2.6.12. Let q > 1 be a positive integer and

R(Z) = (1- Z)"/(1- 2").

By Proposition 2.2.2, we get

__ l0 ifq In,
It — .

q otherwrse.
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Moreover, from

R(z) = (1—z)q(1 —z")_1 = (1 —z)4(1+zq+224+~-)

we have

0 ifqoddandnEO (modq): n21,

an: 2 ifqevenandnsO (modq), n21,

(—1)"’ (3,) otherwise, where n’ = n — q [n/q].

And from

H(z) = (1 - Z")(1- z)"’ = (1 -Z)"’ -zq(1- Z)”

we get

q + n -l (n -1)

h" = _ .

q —1 q —1

Hence, by Theorem 2.4.5, we obtain

0 ifqoddandnEO (mod q), n21,

(-q)“’)
Z 2 = 2 ifqevenandnEO (modq), n21,

A A (—1)"'(:,) otherwise, where n’ = n - q [n/611

q’“)_(q+n—l) (n—l)

Zr _ q-l q—l ’

 

and

0 ifqoddandnEO (mod q), n 21,

2617-: 2 ifq even andnEO (mod q). n 21,

1 A (3,) otherwise, where n’ = n — q [n/q]

where the summation is over all partitions ,1 of n into parts are not divisible by q.

(2.46)

(2.47)

(2.48)

Note that identity (2.47) is an identity in [41]. In particular, if q = 2 then we get Schur’s

Identity [56, 57]

21(2) 2

1.21

where the summation is over all partitions ,1 of n into odd parts.
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Chapter 3

Applications

Now we apply our results in the previous chapter to several different problems.

3.1 Cycle indicators and combinatorial sequences

In this section,we will study the connection with cycle indicators and combinatorial se-

quences. We start with the definition of cycle indicators.

Definition 3.1.1. The cycle indicator C” of the nth symmetric group is

1 I] h t2 k2 tn k"

C"(t"’2""’t”)= Z k1!k2!---kn!(T) (3) I ' '
k1+2k2+~~+nkn =n

 

We wish to express the relationships between R(z), H (z), E(z) and P (z) in terms of

C". Using our results in Section 2.4, we can get the following expressions.

Theorem 3.1.2. We have

an : Cn(—P11_P2a”' a—pn)9 (31)

hn = Cn(p1: P2, '° ° : Pu), (3-2)

e. = cn<p1,—p2,---,(—1)"“p.) (3.3)
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and

ch(_pls —p2a ' H 9 —pn)zn = exp _Z-p—n-zn ’ (34)

n20 n21 n

ZCn(p1,p2,-~.pn)z"=exp Zflz" . (3.5)

n20 n21 n

ZCn(p1.-p2,-~,(-1)"‘1pn)z"=exP ZEN—15:13? . (3.6)

n20 n21

Proof: These identities are obtained directly from Theorem 2.4.3, equations (2.4), (2.1)

and (2.2). l

Note that equation (3.5) is a well-know expression in algebraic combinatorics (see e.g

[23, 27, 49, 62]).

There are many interesting specialization of Theorem 3.1.2 related to combinatorial

sequences and special polynomials. For instance, Gessel [23], Hsu and Shiue [26, 27], and

Riordan [49] had some identities which can be expressed in terms of C”. Our machinery

can easily be applied to reprove these and get various others.

For example, we can rewrite equations (2.43)—(2.45) in Example 2.6.10 as

(_l)n (fl) = Cn (_C9 —C, 9 —C),

(c+n—l) = Cn(c,c,..o,c),

n

(2) = Cn (c, —c, - -- , (—1)"—1c)

where c e (C.
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Similarly, by equations (2.46)—(2.48) in Example 2.6.12, we have

Cn(_q9°” 9—q909 _Hq9 _q9 99 q—9 “)

q 24

O ifqoddandnEO (modq) n21,

2 ifqevenandnEO (modq) n21,

(— l)" (3) otherwise, where n’ = n -q[n/q],

q+n—1 n—l

)= ,
q—l

Cn(q9”' 9q929q9n' 9q9 O q99

c.(q,--- . (—1>4‘2q,g. (—1>"q.--- .(—1)24‘2q. g. <—1)2"q,-~)

‘1 24

O ifqoddandnEO (modq) n21,

= 2 ifqevenandnEO (modq) n21,

CC) otherwise, where n’ = n —q[n/q].

The definitions of the combinatorial sequences and their generating functions in the

following examples can be found in [12, 49, 61, 62].

Theorem 3.1.3 ([26, 27]). Let F" and L, be the Fibonacci and Lucas numbers, respec-

tively. We have

Fn = Cn(L19L29°" 9Ln)'

Proof: The generating function for the Fibonacci numbers F" is

anz"= 1———zl’—z2

n>0

and the generating function of the Lucas numbers Ln is

z+222

E ann——2.

l—z- z
n>1

Now, let H(z) = (l - z - z2)_1 = 2,20 Fnz”. Then, by equation (2.3), we have

z+222

P -— L
(Z)—221_Z_=Z "Zn.

Hence, by equation (3.2), we obtain the desired result. I

Note that in the next few examples, we will use exponential generating functions instead

of ordinary generating functions. Hence, factorial factors will appear in our identities.
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Theorem 3.1.4 ( [26, 27]). Let BE" be the Bell numbers. We have

1 1 1

BEn=n!Cn (0—!,fi,°”,"(n—:l—)!).

Proof: Recall that the exponential generating function of the Bell numbers is

 

BE, n

2 n, 2' =exr)(exv(z)-l).

n20

Now, let H (z) = exp (exp(z) — 1) 6 1+ zC[[z]]. Hence, by equation (2.3), we have

2 23
Z

P(Z)=ZCXP(z)=z+fi+§E+-~

The result now follows from equation (3.2). I

Theorem 3.1.5. Let En and Tn be the Euler and tangent numbers, respectively. We have

T0 T1 T2 Tn—r )

En=n!cn (E’F’E’m’m

Proof: Note that the exponential generating functions of the Euler and tangent numbers

are

E" n T" n
ZFZ =sec(z) and Z—'z =tan(z).

n20 ' n20 n.

H(z) = sec(z) e 1+z<C[[z]].

Then, by equation (2.3), we have

P(z) = ztan(z).

Hence, by Theorem 3.1.2, we get the desired result. I

Remark: There are alternate Euler numbers and tangent numbers defined by

E" 2

2—72" = _e)_2(__p12)_1 = sech(z),

"20 n. exp( z)+

and

T; n exp(2z) — 1

Z n! Z exp(2z) + 1 an (Z)
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In this case, we have

 apnnq(—% -E _E Sflfii).
oz’u’2!””m—m

Theorem 3.1.6 ([23]). Let Dn be the derangement numbers. We have

Dn =n!C,,(O,l,--- ,1).

Proof: The exponential generating function of thederangement number is

 

2:12,. _ eXp(-2)

m ‘ ha"
n20

The result now follows by using the usual techniques.

Theorem 3.1.7. Let B" be the Bernoulli numbers. We have

 

B —B —B -B

Bn=n!Cn(—l 2—'—3' n)

u’m’m’m’m

and

_ Bl Bz n+lB'l

Bn_n!cn(-fi9—-2_!9"'9(_l) 3;!— '

Proof: Note that the exponential generating function of the Bernoulli numbers is

B" n _ 2

Let

H(z) = exp(:) —1 e 1+zC[[z]].

Then, by equation (2.3), we have

zexp(z) _ z

  

Pz =1————_1-z——-——-=1—z—Hz.

() exp(z)-l exp(z)—1 ()

Hence, by equation (3.2)

—B1—l —82 —B3 -B,,

B"""!C”( 1! ’2! ’ 3! n!)
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or equivalently,

 

 

Br -32 -Bn
_ 1 _ _

m‘”“(u’m’ ’m)

since B1 = :21 and —B1—1= ‘71 = B].

Moreover, if we write

zexp(z) —z
Pz=l————= — =1—H—z,

( ) exp(z) — 1 exp(-z) — l ( )

Then we get the second identity. I

3.1.1 The Lagrange Inversion Theorem

In order to obtain more interesting identities, we utilize the remarkable Lagrange Inversion

Theorem to calculate the coefficients in a formal power series.

We recall the Lagrange Inversion Theorem and one of its corollaries (see e.g. [12, 24,

62, 68]).

Lagrange Inversion Theorem. Let G (2') e [[2]] with G(O) 9e 0, and let F(z) be defined by

F(z) = zG(F(z)).

Then

n[Z"]F(Z)" = klz”"‘]G(2)"

where k, n e Z.

Note that if k < 0 then F(2)" is the Laurent series of the form

Zanz".

Corollary 3.1.8. Let L(z), G(z) e C[[z]] with G(O) =,£ 0, and let F(2) be defined by

F(Z) = zG(F(Z))-

Then we have

n[Z"]L(F(Z))=[z"‘1]L’(Z)G(Z)"
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and

nIz"]log(F-(—z)) = [2"]G(Z)". I

Theorem 3.1.9. We have

_(n_l)n—1___ n!Cn(-i',—i ...,_£_),

1. n!

l 4 n"
"—1— ——000 _—

(n+l) —n!cn(l!92!9 ,7”),

1 4 n
n—l____ __ __ _ n— 1

0—") “"!C"(1!’ 2!’ ’( ) n!)'

Proof: Consider the functional equation

F(z) = zexp(F(z)).

By using the Lagrange Inversion Theorem, we have

 

knn-—k 1

my:20:n —k)!zn

where k e Z.

Now, let R(z) = exp(—F(z)) e 1+zC[[z]]. Then we have

_ _ n—l

R(z)=exp(—F(z))=zF(z)—1=2 (n 1) z".
 

"20 n!

_ "+1 "—1

H(z) = exp(F(z)) = z lF(Z) = Z(——,l—z".
n.

n20

l— n—l

E(z) = exp (—F(-z)) = -zl'7(-z)_l = ZLfl—z".

"20 n!

P(z)—— zF’(z)—— Z—z".

n>l

The result now follows by applying Theorem 3.1.2. I

Remark: The number (n + l)"'1 is the number of labelled trees on n + 1 vertices [49,

62].
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Theorem 3.1.10. Let

 

C”: 1 (2n)

n+1 n

be the nth Catalan number. We have

1 3 2n—1

-c~-1=en<-<.),-(.>,~~-<n-.»,
1 3 2n—l

C»-C~((o)’(1)~~(._1)):
1 3 2n—1

_ n—l = _ __ n—l .

( 1) Cit—1 Cn((0)9 (1)9 9( 1) ("_l))

Proof: Note that the generating function of the Catalan numbers

C(z) := Co+ C121+sz2 + - ~-

satisfies

C(z) = 1 +zC(z)2. (3.7)

Now, let H (z) = C(2) e l +z<C[[z]]. By equation (3.7), we have

1: C(z)"l +zC(z).

 

Hence,

R(z) = C(z)" =1—zC(z).

E(z) = R(—z) = 1+zC(—z),

and

an = —C,,._1 forn 21,

e, = (—1)"—‘c,,_, forn 21.

Also,

_ 2’52
P(Z) ‘ 2 cm

_ C(z)2 +22C(z)C’(z)

_ C(z)

= zC(z)+222C'(z).
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So,

pn = Cn—l +201 — l)Cn—l

l 2 — 2

= (2n —1)-( " )
n n — 1

_ (2n — 1

_ n - l '

Therefore, by Theorem 3.1.2, we obtain the desired result. I

We conclude this section by giving one more application.

Theorem 3.1.11. Let

 

Mon=.i.,z(":“‘)(":’::")

(_,,_3,..,,_,;C)(..)),
M0,, = “(13,... z(?)(n-i—i))

(w«attain?»

be the Motzkin numbers. We have

—M0n—2 = Cn

(-1)"-1M0n-2 = C3:

forn 2 2.

Proof: Note that the generating function of the Motzkin numbers

M0(z) := M00+M01z+M0222+m

satisfies

M0(z) = 1 +zM0(z)+zzM0(z)2. (3.8)

Let 1176(2) = zM 0(z). Then equation (3.8) becomes

1176a) =z(1+r7o(z)+n71‘o(z)2).
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So, to use the Lagrange Inversion Theorem, we will need the expansion

(1+z + 2:2)" = z (1:) (z +22)"_i

izo

= (’.1)z""'(l+z)"“i
.20 z

a.(?)z"-iz(";")zj
1'20

n n—i _- -

= (i)( ' )2. 1+1,
i,j>o 1

Now, let H(z) = M0(z) = [111%(2) e 1+z<C[[z]]. Then

R(z) = M0(z)_1= zr’ioarl,

 

and

an = [z"]M0(z)'l

= [2"‘111l71?5(z)’I

= gal—”2’10 + z + 22)"_1 (by Lagrange Inversion)

—1 n -1 n — l —i .

=n-llZ( i )( i—l ) (bytheexpans1on)

= -M0n—2

forn 2 2.

Also, rewrite equation (2.3) as

10g(H(z)) = Z 5:152”,

n21

we have

pn = n[z"] 10g (H82)

= n[z"]log (MTG)

= [2"](1 +2 +22)" (by Corollary 3.1.8)

= E (n) (n — l) (by the expansion).

_ l l
1

Again, we apply Theorem 3.1.2 to establish the formulas.
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3.2 Dynamical Systems

There is a strong connection between number theory and dynamical systems. In particular,

the number of periodic points in a dynamical system satisfies a congruence relation, (3.12)

below. Various authors have applied (3.12) to get congruences for dynamical systems [6,

15, 16, 17, 22, 34, 35, 36,47].

Du [15, 16, 17] has obtained several interesting results about counting the periodic

points using linear recurrence relations. Moreover, he made extensive use of the computer

to formulate conjectures about congruences for these sequences which he could not prove

using dynamical-systems techniques. He also asked if number-theoretic proofs were pos-

sible for his theorems. At the first glance, there is no obvious way to obtain a relationship

between the initial conditions and the recurrence relations in Du’s theorems and conjec-

tures. However, we are able to prove Du’s conjectures and theorems using our techniques.

3.2.1 Introduction

In this subsection,we recall some basic definitions and results from dynamical systems (see

e.g. [16, 47]).

For a map T : X —> X on a set X, we denote the nth iterate of T by T". We call a point

x e X a periodic point ofperiod n under T if

T" (x) = x,

for some n 2 1. Call x a periodic point ofleast period n under T if

T"(x) =x and Tk(x) 75x for l 5 k < n.

We denote the number of points of period n under T by

Per,,(T) = #{x e X l T"(x) = x},

and the number of points of least period n under T by

LPern =#{x 6 x1 T"(x)=x and Tk(x) ¢x for 1 5 k < n}.
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We assume Per" (T) is finite for all n _>_ 1.

It is easy to see that x is a periodic point of n if and only if x is a periodic point of least

period d for some d | n. Hence we have

Per” = ZLPerd. (3.9)

d In

Furthermore, if x is a periodic point of least pe1iod n under T, then the points x, T(x),

---, T"-1 (x) are all distinct and are all periodic points of least period n. We call the set

{7%) l k 2 0} = 1x. T(x), , T"“‘(x)}

the (periodic) orbit of x under T. Then the number of orbits of length n under T is

Orbn (T) = i—LPernU). (3.10)

Hence, by (3.9) and (3.10), we have

Per" = ZdOrbd Vn 2 l.

dln

Then, by the Mobius Inversion Theorem, we get

1

n dln

Since Orbn is a nonnegative integer, we get the following congruence

Zp(d)Pern/d E 0 (mod n) Vn 2 1. (3.12)

dln

3.2.2 Du’s Theorems and Conjectures

In this section, we will show that the initial conditions and recurrence relations in Du’s

conjectures and theorems are connected with the power sums in the characteristic roots of

the recurrence relations. Hence, we are able to prove these congruences by using Theo-

rem 2.3.1. First, we give some examples which algebraically prove theorems which Du

demonstrated using the theory of dynamical systems. We then use the same techniques to

prove Du’s conjectures in [16, 17].

The next two examples deal with linear recurrence relations of order 2 and order 3.
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Example 3.2.1. Let a1 and a2 be integers and {An} satisfy the recurrence relation

with initial conditions

A1=—a1 and A2=ai7'—2a2.

So, by Theorem 2.5.5, A, is the nth power sum in the roots of F(z) = 22 +alz +02. Hence,

by Theorem 2.3.1, we have

Zp(d)A,,/d 5 0 (mod n) for all n z 1. .

dln

Remark: When a1 = —l,a2 = —1, we get

A1=1,A2=3,A3=4,A4=7,A5=11,-~-

so that An = L", the nth Lucas number (see e.g [19, 65]).

Example 3.2.2. Let a1, a2 and a3 be integers and {An} satisfy the recurrence relation

An+a1An_1+a2A,,_2+a3A,,-3 =0 forn > 3

with initial conditions

A] = —a1, A2 = a? —2a2 and A3 = —a13+3a1a2 — 3a3.

So, by Theorem 2.5.5, An is the nth power sum of the roots of F(2) = 23 +a1z2 +azz +a3.

Hence, by Theorem 2.3.1, we have

Zp(d)An/d E 0 (mod n) for all n 21. I

dln

Remark: This example generalizes the result in [16, Theorem 4], and also gives the explicit

initial conditions that Du was asking for.
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Du’s Theorems

We now give algebraic proofs of Du’s theorems.

Theorem 3.2.3 ([15, Theorem 3]). Fix r 2 1 and let

An—An_1—A,,_2—---—A,,_,=0 forn>r

with initial conditions

An=2”—l, forl 5n 5r.

Then

Z#(d)An/d E 0 (mod n) foralln 2 l.

dln

Proof: We will show that An is the nth power sum in the roots of the characteristic

polynomial

F(Z)=Zr—Zr_l—Zr—2—'H—l.

To prove this, let

R(z)=1—z—z2-----z'

= (1 —2z+z'+‘)/(1 —z).

Now, let R(z) = 1 — 22 + z’“ and R(z) = 1 - 2. It follows easily from Example 2.5.4 that

~

pn=2" and [SP—.1 forlsnsr.

Thus, by Proposition 2.2.2, we get p" = 2" — l for l 5 n S r. Now Theorem 2.5.5 shows

that pn and An satisfy the same initial conditions and recurrence relation. Hence they must

be equal for all n 2 1. Therefore, by Theorem 2.3.1, we have

Zy(d)An/d 20 (mod n) for all n 21. I

dln
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Theorem 3.2.4 ([15, Theorem 4], [16, Theorem 3]). Fix integer r 2 1 and let

2r

A, — An_1 —Z(—1)"A,,_,- =0 forn > 2r

i=2

with initial conditions

A2n—l = l f0r1£n5n

A2,, = 2"+1—1for15n 5r.

Then

zp(d)An/d E 0 (mod n) foralln 2 l.

dln

Proof: We will show that An is the nth power sum in the roots of the characteristic

polynomial

2r

F(Z) = Z2r _ Z2r—l _ Z(_l)iZZr—i.

i=2

To show this, let

2r

R(z)=1- z — Z(—1)"z"

i=2

= (1 —222-22'+')/(1+z).

Now, let R(z) = I — 2z2 — 22’“ and R(z) = l + z. By a method similar to Example 2.5.4,

we have

fiZn—l = 0 for 1 S n S r,

[52,, = 2""?1 for 1 S n S r.

Also, fin = (—1)", for all n 2 1. Hence, by Proposition 2.2.2, we get

p2,,_1 = 1 forlSngr,

Pzn = 2”+1—1 forlsngr.

Arguing as in the previous proof, p” = An for all n 2 1. Therefore, by Theorem 2.3.1, we

have

Zp(d)A,,/d E 0 (mod n) for all n 21. I

dln

Remark: In [15], Du used a more complicated recurrence relation for the sequence in

this theorem. Later, he discovered a simpler recurrence relation in [16]. Here, we have

simplified the recurrence relation even further.
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Theorem 3.2.5 ([16, Theorem 2]). Fix r 2 2 and let

An—3A,_1+An_2+---+A,_,=O forn>r

with initial conditions

An=2n+l—l, forl 3n 5r.

Then

Z#(d)An/d 50 (mod n) foralln 21.

dln

Proof: We will show that A, is the nth power sum in the roots of the characteristic

polynomial

F(z)=z'—3z"'l+z"2+---+1.

To show this, let

R(z) = l —3z+z2+---+z'

= (1 —4z+4z2 — zr+1)/(1- 2).

Now, let R(z) = 1 — 42 +422 — 2'“ and R(z) = l — 2. From Theorem 2.5.2 it follows that

for n 5 r then nth power sum in the roots of R(z) are the same as that sum for l — 42 +422.

So

p',,=2"+1 and 13,:1 forlsnsr.

Thus, by Proposition 2.2.2, we get p, = 2"+1 — l for l 5 n 5 r. The proof is finished in

the usual manner. I

Theorem 3.2.6 ([17, Theorem 5]). Fix r 2 2 and let

r 2r—l

A, — 2(21' — 1)A,_,- — 2 (4r - 2i — 1)A,_, = 0 forn 2 2r

i=1 i=r+l

with initial conditions

A __ 3"-2 forlsnsr.

n _ 3"—4n-3"""1—2 forr <n < Zr.
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Then

Z#(d)An/d E 0 (mod n) for alln 2 1.

dln

Proof: The reader will be familiar with the method by now, so we will only provide the

main steps. Let

r 2r—l

R(z)=1— Z(2i — l)z‘ — Z (4r—2i — 1)zi

i=1 i=r+l

= (1_3z+4zr+1 _ZZI' _22r+1)/(1 -Z)2~

Now, let B(z) = 1 - 32 +42“r1 - 22' - 22’+1 and R(z) = (l — z)2. From Theorem 2.5.2,

the power sums for R(z) and 1 — 3z + 4z'+1 are the same for n < 2r. So by Example 2.5.4

~ _ 3" forlsnSr,

’9’” 3"—4n-3""”1 forr<n<2r.

Also, [3, = 2, for all n 2 1. Thus, by Proposition 2.2.2, we get

_ 3"—2 forlgnsr,

p’" 3"—4n-3"_'—1—2 forr<n<2r.

Since A,=p, foralln21,we are done. I

Du’s Conjectures

Using the same methods, we can prove Du’s conjectures in [16, 17] which he could not

obtain using dynamical-systems techniques.

The next theorem resolves the conjecture in [16].

Theorem 3.2.7. Fix r 2 2 and let

A,-—3A,,_1+An_2+~-+A,,_2,+1 =0 forn 2 2r

with initial conditions

A _ 1 f0r15n<r,

n_ 2nc2""+l forr5n<2r.

Then

Z#(d)An/d E 0 (mod n) for all n 2 l.

dln
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Proof: Notice that the characteristic polynomial of the recurrence relation is

Z2r_l_3Z2r—2+er—3+”°+l

____ (Zr _ zzr-l _ ”(Zr—1 _ zr—Z _ . . . _1).

We will show that A, is difference of the nth power sums in the roots of

zr—22”l —l and z"1 -z'_2----— 1.

So, let

R(z)=1-2z—z'

and

R(z)=1—z—---—z’_1

= (1 —2z+z')/(l —z).

It follows easily from Example 2.5.4 and Proposition 2.2.2 that

- _ 2" forlgn<r,

Pn— 2"+n-2"" forr 5n <2r.

and

. _’,2"—1 for15n<r,

Pn— 2"-no2""—1 forr5n<2r.

Thus, we have

1 for 1 5 n < r,

pit-p": l2n-2"“’+1 forr _<_n <2r.

Now applying Theorem 2.5.8 we obtain A, = [5,, — [3, for all n 2 1. Since by Theorem 2.3.1

both p', and 13,, satisfy the desired congruence, so does their difference. I

The next theorem proves the conjecture in [17]

Theorem 3.2.8. Fix r 2 2 and let

r 2r-l

A, — 2(21' — 1)A,_,- — 2 (4r -2i—1)A,_i = o forn _>_ 2r

i=1 i=r+1
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with initial conditions

3" for15n<r,

An: 3'—2r forn=r,

3"—4n-3"""‘1 forr < n < 2r.

Then

Zp(d)A,/d a 0 (mod n) for all n 2 1.

dln

Proof: Notice that the characteristic polynomial of the recurrence relation is

,.
2r—1

ZZr—l _ Z<2i _ 1)Z2r-1-i _ Z (4,, _ 2i _ 1)22r—1—l

i=1 i=r+l

= (z' —22'_1—22'—2 —~-—22— 1)(z"l +z"2+---+1).

We will show that A, is difference of the powers sum of the roots of

zr_22r—l —22r-2—-“—22-1

and

z"1 +z"2+---+ 1.

So, let

R(z):1—2z—2z2—---—2z”'—z'

= (1—3z+z'+z’+1)/(1—z)

and

R(z): l+zr+z2+~-+z'—1

= (1-Zr)/(1-Z)-

Using the usual techniques we get

3"—l for15n<r,

fin: 3"—r-1 forn=r,

3"—4n-3"—'_‘—1 forr <n <2r.

7S



and

. [r—l forrln,

p" — —1 otherwise.

Thus, we get

3" for l S n < r,

fin_fin= 3n—2r forn=r,

3" —4n-3"""‘l forr < n < 2r.

Now we are done as in the proof of the previous theorem. I

Actually, Du in [16, 17] used dynamical systems to prove that the sequences {An},21

in Theorems 3.2.7 and 3.2.8 satisfy the following congruences.

1 mod 2n forn=2", k 20,

Z #(d)A../d -=- ( ) , (3.13)

d|n 0 (mod 2n) othermse.

d: odd

Recently, Du, Huang and Li [18] used a different approach to prove the congruences

Zp(d)A,/d a 0 (mod n) for all n 21.

d In

from (3.13).

3.3 Universal A-rings, ghost rings, necklace rings, and Witt

vectors

The main purpose of this section is to give explicit formulas for universal polynomials of

universal A-rings and to give a connection of our viewpoint with ghost rings, necklace rings,

and Witt vectors.

Universal A-rings [14, 25, 31] are an important tool from commutative algebra, and have

numerous applications to several areas of mathematics [3, 14, 25, 31, 40, 52]. In the litera-

ture the construction of universal A-rings is by universal polynomials. However, to the best

of our knowledge, no explicit formulas for universal polynomials have been established in

the literature. Since universal polynomials are the building blocks of universal A-rings, it

would be helpful to have such formulas for them. We will derive such expressions shortly.
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Since we have already been working over (C, we will continue to do so in this section.

However, these results remain true over suitable commutative rings.

We first consider a ring structure on zC[[z]]. We use the usual addition operation but

Hadamard product 0 for the multiplication. This ring is called the ghost ring Gh(<C)

 

[33, 40, 52].

We define the ghost map

gh ; l+z<C[[z]] —> zC[[zll

by

gh(R(z)) = #2:; = no

We wish to define the ring structure on 1+ zC[[zl] for which the ghost map becomes

an isomorphism of rings. By Proposition 2.2.2, we must define addition in 1+ zC[[zl] to

be the usual multiplication of formal power series. Now, we define the multiplication :1: on

1 + zC[[ZH by

R(z) . R(z) = gh“ (gh (R(z)) on (1%)).

where

 

2 P n n

gh-1(P(Z))=Cxp(_V/0 ix)dx) =exp _Z%z

n21

This ring structure on 1 + zC[[z]] is called the universal A-ring.

Suppose R(z) = 1+ii1z +5222 + and R(z) = l+&1z +c'izzz + Let R(z) =

R(z) :1: R(z) = 1+ alz + azz2 + - - -. Then there exist polynomials

Sn[x19°” ,xn;}’l,"° aYn]

such that

an = Silk-319°” 9&n;&19'” 12in]-

These polynomials, S,, are called the universal polynomials of the universal A-ring. No

explicit formulas for universal polynomials has been given in the literature. However, we

can get a, (and thus S,) by applying our results in Section 2.4.
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Theorem 3.3.1. We have

(‘1)10’) n [(1) " ~ ((1') " ~ kg
an= Z Zv H((AZHX-l) mfllal)(z(-l) mflrdw)) -

u=(1*12k2...nkn)(_,, i=1 AIH

 

Proof: By equation (2.27),

a. = 2 <-1)"”’z.7‘pv

v=(1*12’<2--.nkn)1—u

= Z (—1)"”’z:‘13m..

v=(l"12"2---n"n)l-n

Now applying equation (2.25) finishes the proof. I

The first few examples are

(12 = 5%512 “l-Etzc‘iiZ — 2&2512

a3 = —5?&3 — 5351? + 3&1512613 + 35351152 - 515251632 — 35353.

Since, R(z) e l + zC[[z]] can write as

R(z) = H(l —z")M".

n21

Hence, we can define a ring structure on the necklace vector (M1, M2, - - -) 6 CP [14, 40].

Addition is the usual componentwise addition and the multiplication is defined by

Mn = z (iaj)MiMj

[i.jl=n

which we already used in Proposition 2.2.3. This ring is called the necklace ring Nr(<C)

[14,40].

Similarly, write R(z) 6 1+ zC[[z]] as

R(z) = 1‘10 — (2.2").

n21

We can define a ring structure on the Witt vector (Q1, Q2, - . -) 6 CI? [33, 40]. However, we

are unable to give explicit definitions of addition and multiplication for Witt vectors.
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Chapter 4

Open problems

In this thesis, we obtained our results from generalizations of the elementary, complete

homogeneous, and power sum symmetric functions. However, there are still serval im-

portant bases for the algebra of symmetric functions, for example Schur symmetric func-

tions [37, 55], which we have not yet considered. We predict that by similarly generalizing

Schur symmetric functions and other bases, we will obtain more results in the future. We

also intend to investigate multivariate analogues and q-analogues of our results

In the following, we will outline some questions which arise naturally in our work.

In Theorem 2.1.11 we showed

p, = Zde/d, Vn _>_ 1.

d In

But now we can not apply the Mobius Inversion Theorem directly to write down Q, in

terms of p,. Because of this, in Section 3.3 the ring structure of Witt vectors (Q1, Q2, - - -)

is still a mystery. It would be wonderful to find an explicit formula to help in understanding

this structure.

Question 1. What is an explicit formula for Q, in terms of p,?

In Theorem 2.3.1, we proved

prmn a 0 (mod n).
dln
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The number fizdln ,u (d)p,)d counts objects arising in combinatorics, dynamical systems

and finite fields. Hence, we would like to find condition(s) on p, such that

1

- Z/1(d)Pn/d E N. (4-1)
n

d In

In Theorems 2.3.1 and 2.3.13 we gave conditions which guarantee 91-2“ p (d) p,/d e Z.

Question 2. What condition(s) would characterize those sequences {p,},21 satisfying

(4.1)?

Similarly, in Theorem 2.3.4, we have

zp(d)p,/d E 0 (mod q'n).

dln

4101

However, we do not know of a combinatorial interpretation for the numbers

1

—Zl1 (d)Pn/d

qt" dln

qld

except in the special case when R(z) = 1 - q‘z this sum counts the number of irreducible

polynomials of degree n over GF(q‘) with given nonzero trace [54].

Question 3. Do the numbers ‘71; 2,11le ,u (d)p,/d count anything?

It

We also have the analogue of our second question in this context.

Question 4. What condition(s) would characterize those sequences { p, },21 satisfying

1

7'; Zfl(d)Pn/d E N?

q dln

qid

In Section 2.3, we derived various congruences involving the power sum symmetric

functions. It seems that this method might work for other symmetric functions. The Witt

symmetric functions (see [64]) are defined by

1 d

ln = ;Z#(d)p3/ -

dln
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Rota and Sagan [53] use group actions to get congruences for some special Witt symmetric

functions.

Question 5. What identities and congruences for Witt symmetric functions can be obtained

using our methods?

In Section 3.1, we used cycle indicators to relate combinatorial sequences. We can also

apply these techniques to special functions such as the Hermite and Gegenbauer Polyno-

mials [12]. But that work will appear elsewhere.
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